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A short introduction to (re)insurance
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Basic (re)insurance functions
Risk

Financial security

Incentives

- Identify

- Improve (collective insight)

- Change behavior

- Price

- Channel risk

- Shape trends

- Manage (systemic)

- Align capital resources

- Harmonize practice
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The global insurance protection gap
is 75%. Swiss Re focuses on
addressing this business of risk.
The Swiss Re Group is a leading and highly diversified global re-insurer,
founded in Zurich, Switzerland, in 1863. The group operates around the
world with about 14,200 employees.

Organized into three Business Units plus the Swiss Re Institute (SRI):
Reinsurance Business Unit offers reinsurance products and related
services for property and casualty, as well as for life and health
businesses.
Corporate Solutions offers commercial insurance to mid-sized and large
corporations.
Life Capital manages open and closed life insurance books.
The group also supports the public sector with a Public Sector Solutions
team organized to help increase insurance penetration around the world.
SRI produces risk knowledge and new research to support strategy,
business development, and capital allocation.
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Trends in financial services as a
consequence of society’s digitization
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Society’s digitization is the result of many technology trends

Semiconductors enabled cheap and abundant computation
The internet enabled cheap and abundant connectivity
Big data creates cheap and abundant information
IoT & 5G enables cheap, abundant, and connected sensors
…
Distributed ledger technology enables decentralized transaction authentication

AI enables cheap and abundant predictions
In digital societies, if data is the oil, Machine Intelligence (MI) is the refinery

Shifts in the insurance industry

Understand
and cover

becomes

Predict and
prevent

Insurance

Risk
Management

Resilienceas-a-service
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Wide range of issues related to digital trust for developing digital ecosystems
have cyber-security implications
• Cultivating digital trust in a zero-knowledge, trustless, scalable, decetralized network (TSDN) to support
algorithmic contracts & useful derived analytics
• Managing digital identity
• Implementing robust distributed ledger technology (DLT) protocols
• Deploying robust & at-scale-feasible encryption
• Developing machine-learning-compatible privacy-preserving data analytics
• Complying with heterogeneous data regulations
• Maintaining business-sustainable latency at scale
• Facilitating economic business models for platform/network owners & participants that is secure,
compelling, and incentive-compatible (i.e., all stakeholders’ incentives are compatible with robust
successful operation of the platform)
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Algorithmic & cyber risk landscape
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Algorithmic risk– especially critical given increasing dependence on enterprisewide software systems
• Algorithmic risk on the rise due to the following trends for software systems:
– Complexity
– Connectivity
– Ubiquity
– Interoperability (or lack thereof– particularly with respect to legacy systems)

• Trend exacerbated due to…
– Lack of software engineering standards & benchmarks
– Shortage of system architects specifically and shortage of developers more generally
– Increased incidence of “algorithmic malpractice”
– Dependence on compiled components

• Primary threats from algorithmic risk
– System operational fragility i.e., risk of failure
– System vulnerability i.e., risk of cyber attack

Cyber insurance market still small compared to other insurance lines, however,
growing rapidly
Cyber insurance premium in 20172 (USD bn)
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Affirmative cyber covers
Motor, Property and Liability number are from 2016
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Industry claims trend shows a 48% loss ratio on average in 2016, USA
Recent cyber events and cyber victims (2017 - Q4)
▪ Uber: 57 million drivers and rider accounts compromised. Company kept the breach secret for more than a year after paying a $100,000 ransom to a 20 year old man.
▪ Deloitte: Company affected by breach in Sept. 17 – So far, 6 clients said their information has been impacted. Hackers in the system since Nov. 2016.
▪ UK, London plastic surgery clinic: photos of genitalia of celebrities during surgery stolen. Will lawsuits follow? To watch as the UK allows the "emotional distress" to be compensated.
▪ Malaysia: 46.2 million mobile phone subscribers' data leaked. The leak was discovered as someone was trying to sell the data on a technology news website. This is considered as the largest data
breach in Asia so far.
▪ Equifax: more than 240 class-action lawsuits from consumers have been filed - in addition to suits from shareholders and financial institutions over the way it handled the data breach that affected
145.5 million people.
▪ Bad Rabbit Ransomware: third large-scale attack this year exploiting the same vulnerability as WannaCry and NotPetya.
▪ Ordinypt Ransomware in Germany: the malware is hidden in an attachment bearing the name of Victoria Henschel. Ordinypt pretends to be a resume being sent in reply to job adverts.

Estimated US 2015 & 2016 cyber insurance loss ratios

Modelled industry loss ratios

*

Aon Benfield 2017

Lloyd’s & CYENCE – Counting the Cost, 2017
*CSP : Cloud Service Provider
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From security failure business interruption to contingent business interruption
Security Failure Business Interruption
Coverage for network security failure (e.g., result of
a malicious attack) leading to business interruption

Network security failure when hackers access
network & interrupt business services

System Failure Business Interruption
Coverage for system failure leading to business
interruption (no security failure necessary)

System failure arises from human error, system
error or both

Third Party Failures: Contingent Business Interruption
Coverage for system failures of a third party that
interrupts the insured’s business

An example would be an outage of a cloud provider
which interrupts the insured’s business

Now that the dust has finally settled, Maersk has revealed the financial
impact the NotPetya attack had. According to a statement issued by the
company, the total cost for dealing with the outbreak will land somewhere
in the $200 to $300 million range. NotPetya-related costs contributed to
a $264 million quarterly loss despite revenues rising from $8.7 billion to
$9.6 billion year-over-year.
Even at the $300 million mark, things could have been much worse for Maersk. CEO
Soeren Skou said there was "no data breach or data loss," which could have been
devastating given secretive nature of the shipping industry. It's also particular good
news, given that some experts now believe that NotPetya was actually intended to be a
data-wiping weapon and not traditional ransomware.
1
A week after a system wide technical outage resulted in one of the
largest disruptions in Southwest Airlines' history, the Dallas-based carrier has zeroed in
on a root cause that is both simple and confounding.
At 1:09 p.m. on July 20, a lone router at Southwest Airlines' Love Field data center
failed, creating a chokepoint that crippled hundreds of the company's software
applications.
2
Amazon says a typo caused its cloud-computing service to fail
earlier this week. On Tuesday, part of Amazon Web Services
stopped working. The company's so-called simple storage service, or S3, provides
features ranging from file sharing to web feeds.
The Wall Street Journal reported that the outage "cost companies in the S&P 500 index
$150 million, according to Cyence Inc., a start-up that specializes in estimating cyberrisks. Apica Inc., a website-monitoring company, said 54 of the internet's top 100
retailers saw website performance slow by 20% or more."
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In addition to falling premiums, the Cyber insurance market is granting new coverage extensions such as coverage for System
Failure Business Interruption and Contingent Business Interruption, which are not properly understood and costed for
1 Forbes
2 Dallas

August 2017
News July 2016

3 NPR

March 2017
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Way forward: Algorithmic & cyber risk
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Black swans, gray rhinos, and perfect storms from new General Purpose
Technologies
• General purpose technologies change the risk landscape
– Lead to new risks & alter incentives
– Create coordination & organizational challenges related to adoption and diffusion

• Extreme-downside, scenario categories are not created equal
– Black swans (Nassim Taleb): Unknowable given current information & virtually impossible to predict
– Gray rhinos (Michele Wucker): Highly probable & straightforwardly predictable given current information, but neglected
– Perfect storms (Operational research): Low probability & not straightforwardly predictable given the outcome results
from interaction of infrequent events, but can be identified via scenario analysis

• Mitigation
– Focus on scenario-based analyses in addition to forecasts
– Undertake deeper analyses of underlying assumptions, relationships, and data
– Spend more time and resources on process management
– Renew efforts to enforce preproducibility, reproducibility, and out-of-sample testing
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Data, data, and more data: Four categories are critical for understanding cyber
Cyber
Incidents

Cyber incidents data relate to incidents with or without losses/claims and the data belonging to
such cyber incidents (malicious or not) such as vector used, actors, assets impacted, etc.

Cyber
Exposure

Size of organizations (employees, number of IP-addresses, etc.), Risk Assessment score AND
detailed Risk Factors of that organization’s Information Security posture

Cyberrelated
(Direct)

Cyber-related data relate to threat intelligence, hacker motivation, change in countries' cyber
strategies & cyber laws etc, technology trends, and vulnerability landscapes.

Cyberrelated
(Indirect)

Cyber-related data indirectly related include inflation, trends in business-interruption insurance,
assets at risk, etc.
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Legal notice
©2020 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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